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We develop and apply the concept of category weight which was introduced by Fadell and Husseini. For example,
we prove that category weight of every Massey product Su
1
, 2 , u
n
T, u
i
3HI *(X) is at least 2 provided X is
connected. Furthermore, we remark that elements of maximal category weight enable us to control the
Lusternik—Schnirelmann category of a space. For example, we prove that if f: NPM is a map of degree 1 of closed
stable parallelizable manifolds and dimM)2catM!4 then catN*catM. We also prove that if M is a closed
manifold with dimM)2catM!3 then cat (M]SmÇ]2]Smn)"catM#n, i.e., the Ganea conjecture holds
for M. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
INTRODUCTION
This is an advanced version of my preprint [19].
Let catX denote the Lusternik—Schnirelmann category of a space X (we consider the
normalized category, i.e., catX"0 if X is contractible). It is well known (Froloff—Elsholz
[8] ) that if u
1
2u
n
O0 for some u
i
3H*(X), dim u
i
’0 then catX*n. Fadell—Husseini [5]
developed this observation as follows. They defined the category weight (denoted by cwgt) of
an element u3H*(X), dim u’0 to be the maximal k such that uDA"0 whenever
ALA
1
X2XA
k
, where each A
i
is open and contractible in X. It is easy to see that, for any
u
1
, 2uk3H
’0(X), we have
catX*cwgt(u
1
2u
k
)*+cwgt u
i
provided 0Ou
1
2u
k
3H*(X). Since cwgt u
i
*1, this yields the Froloff—Elsholz estimation
catX*k. However, if cwgt u
i
’1 for some (indecomposable) u
i
, then we obtain a better
estimation of catX than just the inequality catX*k. For example, Fadell—Husseini [5]
proved that, for every odd prime p and every admissible sequence I, cwgt(StIu)*2 if
u3He(I)(X;Z/p) where e (I) is excess of I. This enables them to compute the Luster-
nik—Schnirelmann category for some new spaces.
However, the concept of category weight is not satisfactory enough because category
weight is not a homotopy invariant, i.e., the equality cwgt h*u"cwgtu fails for arbitrary
u3E*(X) and arbitrary homotopy equivalence h :‰PX (see 1.9 and 1.10 below). This
makes category weight difficult for calculations. For this reason, it makes sense to introduce
a homotopy invariant version of category weight. Such a concept, the strict category weight,
was introduced by the author in his talk at the AMS Summer Research Institute, Seattle,
July 1996. Namely, the strict category weight (denoted by swgt) of an element u3E*(X)
is the maximal k such that u*u"0 for every u : APX with the following property:
A"A
1
X2XA
k
where each A
i
is an open subspace of A and uDA
i
: A
i
PX is inessential.
In other words, to do this modification, we consider arbitrary maps APX instead of
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inclusions ALX. Clearly, strict category weight is a homotopy invariant, i.e., swgt h*u"swgt u
for every homotopy equivalence h.-
To relate swgt u and cwgt u, u3H*(X), we notice that
swgt u"minMcwgt f *uN where f runs over all maps ‰PX.
In particular, swgt u)cwgt u, and so one can use swgt for estimating of cwgt.
Also, it makes sense to remark the following. Let
2LB
n
)XLB
n`1
)XL2LB)XKX
be the Milnor filtration of the classifying space B)X of )X. Then
swgt u"supMkDi*
k
(u)"0N
where i
k
:B
k
)XLB)XKX. (Notice that i
k
is homotopy equivalent to the map p
k
de-
scribed in (1.4).) So, category weight turns out to be related to the Milnor filtration. This
clarifies the connection of Lusternik—Schnirelmann category with the Eilenberg—Moore
spectral sequence, cf. [28].
We have already seen that it seems reasonable to find elements of high (strict) category
weight. My original (and not unexpected) conjecture was that Massey products yield
examples of such elements, and it turns out to be valid. Indeed, it is more or less known that
every Massey product is trivial (i.e., it contains the zero) on each space X with catX)1. See
[11, 28] about related things. The concept of category weight enables us to improve this
result and establishes an adequate context for this matter. First, we notice that if the Massey
product Su
1
, 2 , unT, ui3H*(X) is defined and 0 N Su1, 2 , unT then
catX*min
i
Mcwgt u
2i
N#min
i
Mcwgtu
2i`1
N,
see Theorem 4.4. Second, we prove that swgt u*2 for every u3Su
1
, 2 , unT, see Theorem
4.7. Notice that, because of a result of Kraines [14], this result implies the above mentioned
result of Fadell—Husseini: cwgt(StIu)*2 if dim u"e(I), see Corollary 4.7.
I mention another application of elements of high category weight. Let f : MPR be
a smooth ("C=) function on a smooth closed manifold M, and let u3E*(M) have category
weight k. Then the set ”:"f ~1(!R, a) contains at least k#1 critical points of f provided
uD”O0. Indeed, it is easy to see that cwgt (uD”)*k, and so cat”*k. Now, the claim
follows from well-known Lusternik—Schnirelmann arguments, [16]. In particular, if
Sx, y, zTD”O0 for some x, y, z3H*(M) then ” contains at least 3 critical points, cf. [29].
A concept of (strict) category weight can be generalized for an arbitrary spectrum
(cohomology theory) E. Namely, for every u3E*(X) we can define cwgt u and swgtu similarly
to the above (but we must restrict our consideration by C… spaces). Furthermore, given
another spectrum F and an element v3F*(X), we have the element u z v3(E'F)*(X), and
cwgt (uzv)*cwgt u#cwgt v, swgt (uzv)*swgt u#swgt v.
Moreover, let us set u…v :"q (u?v) where q : E*(X)?F*(‰)P(E'F)*(X]‰) is the stan-
dard pairing. Then
swgt (u…v)*swgt u#swgt v
(while the similar inequality for cwgt is not valid). We shall see in Section 2 that this game
with two (or more) spectra turns out to be quite nice and fruitful.
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It turns out to be that category weight with values in arbitrary cohomology theories
enables us to control the Lusternik—Schnirelmann category of spaces. Namely, we say that
u3Ek(X) is a detecting element for (a connected C…-space) X if swgt u"catX. Using
multiplicative properties of swgt, we get, for example, the following result: If a C…-space
X possesses a detecting element then cat (X]SmÇ]2]Smn)"catX#n for any natural
numbers m
1
, 2 , mn , see Corollary 2.3.
Recall that the long-standing Ganea conjecture [10] claims that cat (X]Sm)"
catX#1 for every connected finite C…-space X and every m’0.
So, it is interesting and useful to know conditions which imply the existence of detecting
elements. We discuss this problem in Section 2 and, in particular, give a criterion for the
existence of detecting elements, see Theorem 2.4.
In Section 3 we use this criterion ‘‘in practice’’, i.e., we prove (using surgery theory) that
certain manifolds possess detecting elements and, in particular, satisfy the Ganea conjec-
ture, see Theorem 3.1 and Corollaries 3.3, 3.4, and also Theorem 3.7. Also, it seems
reasonable to conjecture that catN*catM provided there exists a map f : NPM of closed
manifolds of degree $1, and the results in discussion enable us to prove this for some
special cases, see Theorem 3.6.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we expose preliminaries on category
weights (both cwgt and swgt ). In Section 2 we discuss detecting elements and their
applications. In Section 3 we apply our theory to manifolds. In Section 4 we consider
relationships between category weights and Massey products.
We follow Switzer [27] in the definition of C…-complexes. A C…-space is defined to be
a space which is homeomorphic to a C…-complex. A C…-inclusion is an inclusion i :ALX
such that A is a C…-subcomplex with respect to a certain C…-decomposition of a C…-
space X.
We work entirely in the category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces. So, we
take the direct products and functional spaces in this category, see [18]. In particular, the
direct product of two C…-spaces is a C…-space.
The disjoint union of spaces X and ‰ is denoted by X\‰. Furthermore, X` denotes the
disjoint union of X and a point, and X` is usually considered as a pointed space where the
base point is the added point.
Given a pointed C…-space X, we denote by &=X the spectrum E"ME
n
N where E
n
"
SnX for every n*0 and E
n
"pt for n(0; here SnX is the n-fold reduced suspension over X.
See [1] or [27] for more details. Clearly, &= is a functor from pointed C…-spaces to spectra.
‘‘Fibration’’ always means a Hurewicz fibration.
‘‘Connected’’ always means path connected.
The sign ‘‘K’’ denotes homotopy of maps (morphisms) or homotopy equivalence of
spaces (spectra).
Given an element u3E*(X) and an inclusion i : APX, we denote i*u by uDA. We agree
that, for every u3E*(X), uDA"0 if A"0.
1. PRELIMINARIES ON CATEGORY WEIGHT
1.1. Definition. (a) (cf. [3, 6]) Given a map u :APX, we say that catu)k if A can be
covered by open sets A
1
, 2 , Ak`1 such that uDAi is inessential for every i. Then catu"k if
k is minimal with this property. Also, we set catu"!1 if A"0.
(b) If i : APX is an inclusion then we set cat
X
A:"cat i.
(c) (cf. [16]) We define the ‚usternik—Schnirelmann category catX of a space X by setting
catX:"cat 1
X
.
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The basic information concerning the Lusternik—Schnirelmann category can be found in
[7, 13, 26].
1.2. PROPOSITION (Berstein and Ganea [3]). (i) For every diagram APu ‰Pf X we have
cat fu)minMcatu, cat f N. In particular, cat f)minMcatX, cat‰N.
(ii) If uKt : APX then catu"catt.
(iii) If h :‰PX is a homotopy equivalence then catu"cat hu for every u : APX.
1.3. LEMMA (Bassi [2], Fox [7]). For every two connected C…-spaces X, ‰ we have
maxMcatX, cat‰N)cat (X]‰) catX#cat‰.
Let X be a connected space. Take a point x
0
3X, set
PX"P (X, x
0
)"Mu3XIDu (0)"x
0
N
and consider the fibration p : PXPX, p(u)"u(1) with the fiber )X.
Given a natural number k, we use the short notation
p
k
: P
k
(X)PX (1.4)
for the map
p
X*X
2*XpX : PX*X2*XPX &&"X
hgigj hgigj
k 5*.%4 k 5*.%4
where *X
denotes the fiberwise join over X, see e.g. [13]. In particular, P
1
(X)"PX.
1.5. PROPOSITION. For every connected space X and every natural number k the following
hold:
(i) p
k
:P
k
(X)PX is a fibration;
(ii) catP
k
(X)(k;
(iii) „he homotopy fiber of the fibration p
k
: P
k
(X)PX is the k-fold join ()X)*k;
(iv) If X is (q!1)-connected then p
k
: P
k
(X)PX is a (kq!2)-equivalence;
(v) If X has the homotopy type of a C…-space then P
k
(X) does.
1.6. THEOREM (Ganea [9], Svarc [26, Theorems 3 and 19@]). ‚et u :APX be a map of
C…-spaces with X connected. „hen catu(k iff there is a map t :APP
k
(X) such that
p
k
t"u.
1.7. Definition. Let E be an arbitrary spectrum (cohomology theory). Let X be a C…-
space, and let u3Eq(X) be an arbitrary element.
(a) (cf. [5]) We define the category weight of u (denoted by cwgt u) by setting
cwgtu"supMkDuDA"0 for every C…-subspace A of X with cat
X
A(kN.
(b) We define the strict category weight of u (denoted by swgt u) by setting
swgt u"supMkDu*u"0 for every map u :APX with cat u(kN
where A is assumed to be a C…-space.
We remark that cwgt u"R"swgt u if u"0. Also, swgt u"0 if u*uO0 for some
inessential map u : APX.
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Notice that cat
X
X(n) catX(n) n for every connected C…-complex X. Hence, if
cwgtu"R then uDX(n)"0 for every n, i.e., u is a phantom element, u3limQ1ME*(X(n))N.
1.8. THEOREM. (…hen we write wgt it means that the corresponding claim is valid for both
cwgt and swgt .) ‚et u3E*(X) be as in Definition 1.7. „hen the following hold:
(i) swgt u)cwgtu, and cwgt u)catX provided uO0. Furthermore, for every map
f :‰PX of C…-spaces we have cat f*swgt u provided f *uO0. Finally, if X is
connected then swgt u*1 whenever u3EI *(X)LE*(X).
(ii) For every C…-inclusion i : APX we have cwgt i*u*cwgt u.
(iii) For every map f :‰PX of C…-spaces we have swgt f *u*swgt u.
(iv) swgt u"swgt h*u for every homotopy equivalence h.
(v) If X is connected then swgt u"supMkDp*
k
(u)"0N, where p
k
is the fibration (1.4).
(vi) If X"\Xa then wgt u"minaMwgtu DXaN.
(vii) If o : EPF is a morphism of spectra and u3E*(X) then wgto
*
u*wgt u.
(viii) For any elements u
i
3E*(X), i"1, 2, n, we have wgt (u1#2#un)*
min
i
Mwgt u
i
N.
(ix) ‚et E be a spectrum such that n
i
(E)"0 for i’m. If u3Eq(X), uO0, then
wgt u)q#m. In particular, if 0Ou3Hq(X) then wgt u)q.
Proof. (i) This is obvious.
(ii) This follows because cat
A
B*cat
X
B for every C…-inclusions BLALX.
(iii) This follows from 1.2(i).
(iv) This follows from 1.2(iii).
(v) By 1.6 and 1.5(v), swgt u*k if p*
k
u"0. So, swgt u*supMkDp*
k
u"0N. Conversely, let
swgt u"l)R. Then, by (iii) and 1.5(ii), p*
l
u"0 if l(R, and p*
k
u"0 for every k3N if
l"R. Thus, l)supMkDp*
k
u"0N.
(vi)—(viii) Obvious.
(ix) By 1.8(i), it suffices to prove the claim for cwgt. Let X(n) be the n-skeleton of X, and
let i
n
:X(n~1)PX(n) be the inclusion. The Puppe sequence X(n~1)Pin X(n)PsSn yields the
exact sequence
2PEI q(sSn)PEq(X(n))Pi*n Eq(X(n~1))PEI q`1(sSn)P2.
Since n
i
(E)"0 for i’m, we conclude that EI q(Sn)"0 for n’q#m. So, the homomor-
phism
i*
n
:Eq(X(n))PEq(X(n~1))
is an isomorphism if n’q#m#1 and a monom orphism if n"q#m#1. So, for every
q the inverse sequence MEq(X(r))N stabilizes as rPR, and hence limQ1r MEq(X(r))N"0, see e.g.
[27]. Considering the Milnor exact sequence (see loc.cit.)
0PlimQ1r MEq(X(r))NPEq(X)P
o limQ
r
MEq(X(r))NP0,
we conclude that the canonical epimorphism o : Eq(X)PlimQMEq(X(r))N is an isomorphism.
But, by the above, limQMEq(X(r))N"Eq(X(n)) if n’q#m. Hence, the restriction homomor-
phism Eq(X)PEq(X(n)) is an isomorphism for n’q#m.
Now, suppose that cwgtu’q#m. Then uDX(q`m)"0. But, by the above, the restriction
homomorphism Eq(X)PEq(X(q`m)) is monic, and hence u"0. K
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1.9. COROLLARY. Given a C…-space X and an arbitrary spectrum E, for every u3E*(X)
we have
swgt u"min
f|F
Mcwgt f *uN"min
h|H
Mcwgt h*uN
where F is the class of all maps f :‰PX and H is the class of all homotopy equivalences
h :ZPX of C…-spaces.
Proof. Because of 1.8(vi), we can assume that X is connected. Firstly, we prove that
min
f|F
Mcwgt f *uN"min
h|H
Mcwgt h*uN. Clearly,
min
f|F
Mcwgt f *uN)min
h|H
Mcwgth*uN.
Conversely, choose any cellular map g :‰PX such that min
f|F
Mcwgt f *uN"cwgt g*u. We
represent g as a composition ‰Pi MPh X where i is a C…-inclusion and h is a homotopy
equivalence. Now, because of 1.8(ii),
cwgt g*u"cwgt i*h*u*cwgth*u,
and hence
min
h|H
cwgt h*u"min
f|F
Mcwgt f *uN.
Now, let k :"min
f|F
Mcwgt f *uN. By Theorem 1.8, swgt u)swgt f *u)cwgt f *u for
every f, and so swgt u)k. Conversely, by the above, there is a homotopy equivalence
h :ZPX such that cwgt h*u"k :"min
f|F
Mcwgt f *uN. Then
cwgt p*
k
h*u*cwgt h*u"k,
and so, by 1.5(ii), p*
k
h*u"0. Hence, by Theorem 1.8(v), swgt h*u*k, and thus, by Theorem
1.8(iv), swgt u*k. K
1.10. Example (D. Puppe). Let p be an odd prime. Consider the lens space
‚"S2n`1/(Z/p)
where Z/p acts freely on S2n`1. It is well known that cat‚"2n#1, Krasnoselski [15]. Let
b3H2n`1(‚;Z/2)"Z/2 be the generator. We prove that cwgt b"2n#1 while swgt b"1.
Indeed, since bDA"0 for every ALL‚, we conclude that cwgtb"cat‚"2n#1. Now,
consider the universal covering map f : S2n`1P‚. This is a map of degree p, and so f *bO0.
On the other hand, swgt f *b)catS2n`1"1, and so swgt b"1 since swgt b)swgt f *b.
1.11. Notation. Given n spectra E (1), 2 , E (n) and n C…-spaces X1, 2, Xn , we have
the homomorphism
q :E (1)*(X
1
)?2?E(n)*(X
n
)P(E(1)'2'E(n))*(X
1
]2]X
n
).
See [1] or [27]. Given u
i
3E(i)*(X
i
), i"1, 2 , n, we denote q* (u1?2?un) by
u
1
…2… u
n
.
Furthermore, if X
i
"X for every i"1, 2 , n then we set
u
1
z2zu
n
:"**(u
1
…2… u
n
)3 (E(1)'2'E(n))*(X)
where * : XPXn is the diagonal.
Finally, let E be a ring spectrum with the multiplication k :E'EPE. We define the
morphism
k
n
:E'2'EPE
hij
n 5*.%4
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by induction, by setting k
1
"k and k
n`1
"k ° (kn'1E). Then for every C…-space X we
have the homomorphism
(k
n
)
*
: (E'2'E)*(X)PE*(X).
Now, given u
i
3E*(X), i"1, 2 , n, we set
u
1
2u
n
:"(k
n
)
*
(u
1
z2zu
n
)3E*(X).
1.12. THEOREM. ‚et X be a polyhedron.
(i) For any elements u
i
3E (i)*(X), i"1, 2, n, we have cwgt(u1z2zun)*+ni/1cwgtui
and swgt(u
1
z2zu
n
)*+n
i/1
swgt u
i
.
(ii) ‚et E be a ring spectrum. „hen for any u
i
3E*(X), i"1, 2 , n, we have
cwgt(u
1
2u
n
)*cwgt(u
1
z2zu
n
) and swgt(u
1
2u
n
)*swgt(u
1
z2zu
n
). In particular,
cwgt(u
1
2u
n
)*+n
i/1
cwgt u
i
and swgt(u
1
2u
n
)*+n
i/1
swgt u
i
.
Proof. (i) (cf. [5]) We start with the case of cwgt. First, assume that cwgtu
i
(R for
every i. We set c
k
:"cwgt u
k
and
r
1
:"1, r
k
:"1#c
1
#2#c
k~1
for 1(k)n#1. Take a C…-subspace ALX with cat
X
A(+cwgt u
i
"r
n`1
. Then,
clearly, ALZrn`1
i/1
»
i
where each »
i
is open and contractible in X. Since A is closed, there is
a subdivision of X with the following property: every simplex e with eWAO0 is contained
in some »
i
, cf. [31, Theorem 35]. Let A
i
, i"1, 2 , rn be the union of all simplexes contained
in »
i
. Then
ALrn`1Z
i/1
A
i
and each polyhedron A
i
is contractible in X. For every i"1, 2 , n we set
B
i
"G
0 if c
i
"0,
A
r
i
XA
r
i
`1
X2XA
r
i
`c
i
~1
if c
i
’0.
Now, we set B"B
1
X2XBn , and it suffices to prove that uDB"0. Clearly,
cat
X
B
i
(c
i
"cwgt u
i
. So, u
i
DB
i
"0. Let j
i
: (X, 0)P(X, B
i
) and j : (X, 0)P(X, B) be the
inclusions. Consider the commutative diagram
E(1)*(X, B
1
)?2?E(n)*(X, B
n
) &&"**q@ (E (1)'2'E(n))*(X, B)
j*1
?2?j*n B Bj*
E (1)*(X)?2?E(n)*(X) &&"**q@@ (E (1)'2'E (n))*(X).
Since u
i
DB
i
"0, we conclude that u
i
"j*v
i
for some v
i
3E(i)*(X, B
i
). Clearly,
u
1
z2zu
n
"j*(v
1
z2zv
n
), i.e., u3Im j*. Thus, u
1
z2zu
n
DB"0.
Now assume that, say, cwgtu
1
"R. We must prove that u
1
z2zu
n
DA"0 whenever
cat
X
A(R. But this holds since u
1
DA"0.
Now we prove the inequality for swgt. By Corollary 1.9, there is a homotopy equiva-
lence h :‰PX such that swgt(u
1
z2zu
n
)"cwgt h*(u
1
z2zu
n
). Without loss of generality
we can assume that ‰ is a polyhedron. Now
swgt(u
1
z2zu
n
)"cwgt h*(u
1
z2zu
n
)*+ cwgt h*u
i
*+ swgt h*u
i
"+ swgt u
i
.
(ii) This follows from Theorem 1.8(vii). K
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1.13. LEMMA. ‚et u
1
…2…u
n
3(E (1)'2'E(n))*(X
1
]2]X
n
) be as in 1.11. ‚et
n
i
: X
1
]2]X
n
PX
i
, i"1, 2n, be the projection. „hen
u
1
…2…u
n
"(n*
1
u
1
)z2z(n*
n
u
n
)
where n*
i
: (E (1)'2'E(n))*(X
i
)P(E(1)'2'E(n))*(X
1
]2]X
n
).
Proof. We consider the case n"2 only: the general case can be considered similarly.
So, let n
1
:X]‰PX and n
2
:X]‰P‰ be the projections. We must prove that
u…v"(n*
1
u)z(n*
2
v).
Let * :X]‰PX]‰]X]‰ be the diagonal. Consider the diagram
E*(X)?F*(‰) &&"n*1?n*2 E*(X]‰)?F*(X]‰)
q{B BqA
(E'F)*(X]‰) &&"(n1]n2)* (E'F)*(X]‰]X]‰)
E B**
(E'F)*(X]‰) —— (E'F)*(X]‰).
The top square commutes because of naturality of q, the bottom square commutes since
(n
1
]n
2
) °*"1X]Y. Now,
u…v"q@(u?v)"**(n
1
]n
2
)*q@(u?v)"**q@@(n*
1
u?n*
1
v)"**(n*
1
u…n*
1
v)
"n*
1
u z n*
2
v. K
1.14. COROLLARY. ‚et u
1
…2…u
n
3 (E(1)'2'E(n))*(X
1
]2]X
n
) be as in 1.11.
„hen
swgt(u
1
…2…u
n
)* n+
i/1
swgt u
i
.
Proof. Firstly, let X be a polyhedron. Then, by Theorem 1.12(i), Lemma 1.13 and
Theorem 1.8(i),
swgt(u
1
…2…u
n
)"swgt((n*
1
u)z2z (n*
n
u
n
))*+swgtn*
i
u
i
*+swgt u
i
.
Now the general case follows from 1.8(iv), since every C…-space is homotopy equivalent to
a polyhedron (e.g., to the geometric realization of its simplicial set). K
1.15. Remark. Obviously, category weight can be defined in more general situations.
Namely, given a full subcategoryT of the category of topological spaces and maps, a class
P of pairs (X, A) with X, A3T, and a functor F :TPA"Mabelian groups and homomor-
phismsN, one can define cwgtu and swgtu for any u3F*(X). (Moreover, it suffices even to
consider functors F whose target is the category of pointed sets.) Furthermore, if we assume
that F is homotopy invariant, then certain analogs of Proposition 1.5 and Theorem 1.8 can
be proved for suitableT andP (recall that 1.6 holds for any Hausdorff paracompact spaces
X, ‰). Finally, given a pairing E (X)?F(‰)PG(X]‰) with E, F, G :TPA, one can try
to prove multiplicative properties of category weight, like Theorem 1.12, Lemma 1.13 and
Corollary 1.14. However, here we should suppose that E and F are exact functors, and we
must be careful with the choice of T: one must be able to construct a pairing
E (XXCA)?F(‰XCB)PG((X]‰)XC(X]BXA]‰)).
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For most applications it suffices to require that E(X)"[X, )2‰] (pointed homotopy
classes), etc. In this way one can prove certain versions of Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.3
below for more general spaces. But we do not need such generality and so do not dwell
these things.
2. DETECTING ELEMENTS
2.1. Definition. Let X and E be as in Definition 1.7. An element u3E*(X) is called
a detecting element for X if swgt u"catX.
2.2. LEMMA. ‚et X
1
, 2 , Xn be connected C…-spaces, and let E (1), 2 , E (n) be arbitrary
spectra. Suppose that there are detecting elements u
i
3E(i)*(X
i
), i"1, 2 , n. If
0Ou
1
…2…u
n
3 (E(1)'2'E(n))*(X
1
]2]X
n
)
then cat(X
1
]2]X
n
)"+n
i/1
catX
i
. Furthermore, in this case u
1
…2…u
n
is a detecting
element for X
1
]2]X
n
.
Proof. By Theorem 1.8(i) and Corollary 1.14,
cat(X
1
]2]X
n
)*swgt(u
1
…2…u
n
)*+swgt u
i
"+catX
i
.
Thus, by Lemma 1.3, cat(X
1
]2]X
n
)"+catX
i
. Furthermore, u
1
…2…u
n
is a detecting
element for X
1
]2]X
n
since swgt(u
1
…2…u
n
)"cat(X
1
]2]X
n
). K
2.3. COROLLARY. Suppose that a connected C…-space X possesses a detecting element.
„hen cat(X]SmÇ]2]Smn)"catX#n for any natural numbers m1, 2, mn .
Proof. Firstly, we consider the case n"1, i.e., we prove that cat(X]Sm)"catX#1.
Let u3Ek(X) be a detecting element for X. We apply Lemma 2.2 to ‰"Sm and F"S, the
sphere spectrum. Recall that E'SKE. Let v3Fm(‰)"%m(Sm)"Z"%3 m(Sm) be a gener-
ator. By Theorem 1.8(i), 1)swgt v)catSm"1, i.e., swgt v"1"catSm, i.e., v is a detecting
element for Sm. So, by Lemma 2.2, it suffices to prove that u…vO03Ek`m(X]Sm). For
completeness, the possible proof is as follows.
Let e : (Sm)`PSm be a map such that eDSm"1
Sm
. Recall that the domain (Sm)` of e is
a pointed space. We choose a base point in the range Sm of e so that e turns into a pointed
map. Then the morphism
b"&=e : &=((Sm)`)P&=Sm"&mS
of spectra yields the element v. So, u…v is represented by a morphism
&=((X]Sm)`)"&=(X`'(Sm)`)K&=(X`)'&=((Sm)`)
&"a'b &kE'&mS"&k`mE,
where a :&=X`P&kE represents u. Now, let e : SmP(Sm)` be the inclusion. We assume
that the domain Sm is a pointed space. Of course, e is not a pointed map, but the map
S2(1'e) : S2(X`'Sm)PS2(X`'(Sm)`)
is homotopic to a pointed map, and this pointed map is unique up to pointed homotopy.
We choose any such a pointed map and denote it by f. Then we obtain a morphism
j :"&~2&=f : &=(X`'Sm)P&=(X`'(Sm)`).
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Consider the following homotopy commutative diagram where j@ and j@@ are induced by j :
+=((X]Sm)`) K +=(X`)'+=((Sm)`) &&"a'b +kE'+mS " +k`mE
E E E E
+=(X`'(Sm)`) K +=(X`)'+=((Sm)`) &&"a'b +kE'+mS " +k`mE
j{C C j{{ E E
+=X`'Sm) " +=(X`)'+=(Sm) &&"a'1 +kE'+mS " +k`mE.
Since the bottom line gives us the element u3Ek(X), uO0, we conclude that the top line
is an essential morphism, and so u…vO0. Thus, cat(X]Sm)"catX#1. Moreover, by
Lemma 2.2, u…v is a detecting element for X]Sm.
Let v
i
3%m
i
(Sm
i
)"Z be a generator. We prove by induction the following:
cat(X]SmÇ]2]Smn)"catX#n, and u…v1…2…vn is a detecting element for
X]SmÇ]2]Smn. This is done for n"1. Suppose that our claim is valid for some n. Then,
similarly to above, we conclude that
cat(X]SmÇ]2]Smn]Smn`1)"cat(X]SmÇ]2]Smn)#1"catX#n#1.
Furthermore, u…v
1
…2…v
n
…v
n`1
"(u…v
1
…2…v
n
)…v
n`1
is a detecting element by
Lemma 2.2. K
The results above shows that it is useful and important to know whether a space
possesses detecting elements. Consider the Puppe sequence
P
m
(X)&"pm X&"jm C
m
(X) :"C(p
m
)
where p
m
: P
m
(X)PX is the fibration (1.4) and C(p
m
) is the cone of p
m
.
2.4. THEOREM. ‚et X be a connected C…-space with catX"k(R. If j
k
is stably
essential (i.e., the stable homotopy class of j
k
is non-zero) then X possesses a detecting element.
Proof. By Theorem 1.5(v), there is a pointed homotopy equivalence h :C
k
(X)PC where
C is a pointed C…-complex. Let e : X`PC be a map such that eDX"hj
k
and e maps the
added point to the base point of C. The morphism
&=X`&"&=e &=C
of spectra gives us an element u
k
3(&=C)*(X), and u
k
O0 since j
k
is stable essential. Clearly,
p*
k
u
k
"0, and hence, by Theorem 1.8(v), swgt u
k
*k. So, by Theorem 1.8(i), swgt u
k
"k since
k"catX. K
We give another interpretation of the above. We set
r(X) :"sup
(E,u)
Mswgt uDu3E*(X), uO0N (2.5)
2.6. PROPOSITION. ‚et X be an arbitrary C…-space.
(i) r(X) catX, and r (X)"catX iff X possesses a detecting element.
(ii) r(X]Sn)*r (X)#1 for every n.
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(iii) ‚et u
1
z2zu
n
3(E (1)'2'E(n))*(X) be as in Notation 1.11. Suppose that X is
connected and that u
i
3EI (i)*(X)LE (i)*(X). „hen r(X)*n if u
1
z2zu
n
O0. In particular,
r(X)*cl
E
(X) for every ring spectrum E.
(iv) If X is connected then
r (X)"supMmDp*
m
u"0 for some u3E*(X), uO0N
"supMmD j
m
is stably essentialN.
Proof. (i) This is obvious.
(ii) The case r (X)"R is trivial. So, we assume that r(X)"r(R. Then there is
u3E*(X) with swgt u"r. The proof of Corollary 2.3 shows that u…vO0 where
v3%n(Sn)"Z is a generator. Now, by Theorem 1.8(i) and Corollary 1.14,
r(X]Sn)*swgt(u…v)*r#1.
(iii) This follows from Theorem 1.8(i) and Theorem 1.12(i).
(iv) The first equality follows from Theorem 1.8(v). Furthermore, as in the proof of
Theorem 2.4, each map j
m
yields an element u
m
3(&=C)0(X) where C is homotopy equiva-
lent to C
m
(X). Then p*
m
u
m
"0, and every element u3Ek(X) with p*
m
u"0 can be induced
from u
m
(via a morphism &kEP&=C). Hence, the second equality holds. K
2.7. Remark - Example. If q’1 then every (q!1)-connected C…-space X with dimX"
qk, k"catX possesses a detecting element. Namely, it is the characteristic class
u3Hn(X;n
n~1
(()X)*k)) of the fibration p
k
. See also [13] where James considered the kth
power of the fundamental class ı3Hq(X; n
q
(X)).
2.8. Remark. The anonymous referee pointed me that Gilbert [11] defined an invariant
G-wcat(X)"supMmD j
m
is essentialN
Clearly, r (X) is a stable analog of G-wcat(X).
3. APPLICATIONS TO MANIFOLDS
Given a PL manifold M, we denote by l
M
the stable normal bundle of M.
3.1. THEOREM. ‚et Mn, n"dimM*4, be a closed (q!1)-connected P‚ manifold,
q*1. Suppose that there is a natural number m such that l
M
DM(m) is trivial and
n)minM2q catM!4, m#q catM!1N.
„hen M possesses a detecting element.
Proof. We denote catM by k. Let P
k
(M)Ppk MPjm C
k
(M) be the Puppe sequence as in
Theorem 2.4. By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to prove that j
k
:MPC
k
(M) is stable essential. To
do this, it suffices, in turn, to find a homology theory E
*
(!) such that
(p
k
)
*
:E
*
(P
k
(M))PE
*
(M) is not an epimorphism. Let u :BP‚DmPBP‚ be the m-connective
covering of BP‚. We set E
*
(!) to be the (BP‚Dm, u)-bordism theory, see [23, Ch. 4,
Example 17]. Since l
M
DM(m) is trivial, M admits a (BP‚Dm, u)-structure (not unique). We fix
a (BP‚Dm, u)-structure on M and regard the identity map MPM as an element ı3E
n
(M).
We prove that ı N Im(p
k
)
*
.
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Suppose the contrary. Then there is a map F :…PM with the following properties:
1. … is a compact (n#1)-dimensional (BP‚Dm, u)-manifold with L…"M\»;
2. the map FD» :»PM can be lifted to P
k
(M) with respect to p
k
;
3. FDM"1
M
.
Without loss of generality we may assume that … is connected.
Let [!] denote the entire part function. We set a"minMm, [(n!1)/2]N and leave it to
the reader to prove that
n!a)kq!1. (3.2)
Suppose for a moment that n
i
(…, M)"0 for i)a. Clearly, a)n!3"n#1!4,
and so (…, M) has a handle presentation without handles of indices )a, see [22, 8.3.3,
Theorem A]. By duality, the pair (…, ») has a handle presentation without handles of
indices *n!a#1. In other words, …K»Xe
1
X2Xe
s
where e
1
, 2, es are cells at-
tached step by step and such that dim e
i
)n!a for every i"1, 2, s. However, the
fibration p
k
: P
k
(M)PM is (kq!2) connected. Thus, in view of (3.2), F :…PM can be lifted
to P
n
(M). In particular, p
n
has a section. But this contradicts Theorem 1.6.
So, it remains to prove that, for every singular manifold (…, F) as above, we can always
find a singular manifold (”, G) with n
i
(”, G)"0 for i)a and GDL”"FDL…. Here
L”"L…"M\» and G :”PM. We start with an arbitrary connected singular manifold
(…, F). Since M is a retract of …, there is a commutative diagram
0 &&"n
i
(M)&&"n
i
(…)&&" n
i
(…, M) &&" 0
E BF*
n
i
(M) —— n
i
(M)
where the top line is the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (…, M). Clearly, if F
*
is monic
then n
i
(…, M)"0 (one-point set for i"1).
First, consider i"1. Let n
1
(…) be generated by elements a
1
, 2 , ak. We regard n1(M)
as the subgroup of n
1
(…) and set g
i
:"F
*
(a
i
) a~1
i
3n
1
(…). Then Ker F
*
is the smallest
normal subgroup of n
1
(…) containing g
1
, 2, gk . (This is valid because Ker F*"
MF
*
(x) x~1Dx3n
1
(…)N.) We realize g
1
, 2, gk by PL embeddings ji : S1PintM, i"1, 2 , k.
Then the normal bundle of each embedding j
i
is trivial since l
W
D…(1) is trivial. Hence, we are
able to perform the surgeries of (…, F) with respect to these embeddings. Let (…M , FM ) be the
result of this sequence of surgeries. Clearly, n
1
(…M , FM ) is the one-point set. Moreover, one can
perform the above surgeries so that l
W
M D…M (m) is trivial, see [30].
Now, we proceed by induction and kill the kernel of F
*
:n
i
(…)Pn
i
(M), i)a. This
yields the desired singular manifold (”, G). K
3.3. COROLLARY. (i) ‚et M be a closed (q!1)-connected stably parallelizable P‚ mani-
fold, q*1. Suppose that 4)dimM)2(q catM!2). „hen M possesses a detecting element.
(ii) ‚et q*1, and let Mn, n"dimM*4 be a closed orientable (q!1)-connected P‚
manifold such that q catM"n. „hen M possesses a detecting element. Moreover, there exists
a detecting element u3Hn(M;n
n
(C
n
(M))).
Proof. (i) Put m"n#1 in Theorem 3.1.
(ii) Put m"1 in Theorem 3.1. Then, by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.4, we have
a detecting element in (&=C)0(M), where C is a C…-space which is homotopy equivalent to
C
n
(M). It is easy to see that C
n
(M) is simply connected, and hence, by Proposition 1.5(iv)
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and the Hurewicz Theorem, C
n
(M) is (n!1)-connected. Thus, (&=C)0(M)"
Hn(M; n
n
(C
n
(M))). K
Note that the case q’1 is already considered in Remark—Example 2.7.
3.4. COROLLARY. ‚et M be as in 3.1. „hen cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn)"catM#n for any
natural numbers m
1
, 2 , mn .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.3. K
3.5. LEMMA. ‚et R be a ring spectrum, and let E be an arbitrary R-module spectrum. ‚et
Mn, Nn be two closed connected HZ-orientable P‚ manifolds, and let f :NPM be a map of
degree $1. If N is R-orientable then f * :E*(M)PE*(N) is a monomorphism.
Proof. It is easy to see that f
*
[N] is an R-orientation of [M] if [N] is an R-orientation of
N. Hence, the transfer f! : E*(N)PE*(M) is defined, see e.g [4], and we have f! f *(x)"
(deg f ) x for every x3E*(X). Thus, f * is monic. K
3.6. THEOREM. (i) ‚et Mn be as in „heorem 3.3(i), and let f : NnPMn be a map of degree
$1 where N is a stably parallelizable P‚ manifold. „hen cat f"catM. In particular,
catN*catM.
(ii) ‚et f :NPM be a map of degree $1 of closed HZ-orientable P‚ manifolds. If
catM"dimM then cat f"catM"catN.
Proof. (i) By Proposition 1.2(i), it suffices to prove that cat f*catM. By Theorem 3.3(i),
M has a detecting element, say, u3E*(M) with some E. We apply Lemma 3.5 to the case
R"S, the sphere spectrum. It is possible because every spectrum is a module over S. Recall
that every stably parallelizable manifold is R-orientable for every ring spectrum R, see e.g.
[27, 14.40]. In particular, N is S-orientable, and so, by Lemma 3.5, f *uO0. Now, by
Theorem 1.8(i)
cat f*swgt u"cat M.
(ii) This is similar to (i). We just use the existence of the detecting element
u3Hn(M; n
n
(C
n
(M))) and the monomorphicity of
f * : Hn(M; n
n
(C
n
(M)))PHn(N; n
n
(C
n
(M))). K
We notice that for q"1 Corollary 3.6 can be strengthened, see Theorem 3.8 below. The
case n"1 of Theorem 3.8 is published in [20], cf. also [24].
3.7. THEOREM (Singhof [21, Corollary 6.7]). (i) ‚et m’0, and let M be a closed
connected P‚ manifold such that
dimM)2catM!m!2.
„hen cat(M]Sm)"catM#1.
(ii) In particular, if M is a closed connected P‚ manifold such that
dimM)2 catM!3
then cat (M]S1)"catM#1.
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3.8. THEOREM. ‚et M be a closed connected P‚ manifold such that
dimM)2 catM!3
„hen cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn)"catM#n for any natural numbers m1, 2, mn.
Proof. Let „r denote the r-dimensional torus. We recall that cat„r"r, and so, by
Lemma 1.3, cat(X]„r)*r for every connected C…-space X.
Firstly, we prove that cat(M]„r)"catM#r. We prove this by induction. For r"1
this is Theorem 3.7(ii). Now, suppose that cat(M]„r)"catM#r. Then
dim(M]„r)"dimM#r)dimM#2r)2(catM#r)!3"2 cat(M]„r)!3.
So, by Theorem 3.7(ii),
cat(M]„r`1)"cat(M]„r]S1)"cat(M]„r)#1"catM#r#1.
Now we prove the theorem by induction. Firstly, we prove that
cat(M]Sm)"catM#1 for every m’0. Choose r such that
dim(M]„r) 2(catM#r)!m!2"2 cat(M]„r)!m!2,
(for example, r<m#dimM). Then, by Theorem 3.7(i),
cat(M]„r]Sm)"cat(M]„r)#1"catM#r#1.
Now, if cat(M]Sm)OcatM#1 then, by Lemma 1.3, cat(M]Sm) catM. But then
cat(M]Sm]„r) cat(M]Sm)#cat„r)catM#r.
This is a contradiction.
Now, fix a natural n and suppose by induction that
cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smk)"catM#k
whenever dimM)2 catM!3 and k)n. Given natural numbers m
1
, 2 , mn`1, choose
l such that
dim(M]SmÇ]2]Smn]„l) 2 cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn]„l)!3.
Then cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn]„l]Smn`1)"cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn]„l)#1. But
cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn]„l)"cat(M]„l]SmÇ]2]Smn)
"cat(M]„l)#n"catM#l#n.
The second equality holds since dim(M]„l) 2 cat(M]„l)!3, the third one holds since
dimM)2 catM!3. Thus,
cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn]„l]Smn`1)"catM#n#l#1.
Now, asserting just as in the case n"1, we conclude that
cat(M]SmÇ]2]Smn]Smn`1)"catM#n#1. K
4. CATEGORY WEIGHT AND MASSEY PRODUCTS
Throughout the section we fix a commutative ring R. (We restrict the notion of ring to
rings which are associative and unital, i.e., possess a multiplicative identity element.) Given
a space X, let C*(X) denote the singular cochain complex C*(X; R) unless some other is said
explicitly. Similarly, we write H*(X) for H*(X; R), the singular homology with coefficients
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in R. We assume that C*(X) is equipped with the usual associative cup product pairing. This
cup product turns H*(X) into a commutative ring. Given an element a3C*(X), we denote
by [a] the cohomology class of a. So, [a]3H*(X).
For simplicity, the zero matrix (of any size) over C*(X) or H*(X) will be denoted by 0.
Furthermore, we assume that every matrix over C*(X) or H*(X) has homogeneous entries
(but different entries are allowed to be of different dimensions).
We recall the definition of matric Massey products. Given a3C*(X), we set
aN "(!1)@a@a. Given a matrix M"(m
ij
) with entries in C*(X), we set MM "(mN
ij
) and
dM"(dm
ij
) where d :C*(X)PC*(X) is a coboundary operator. Finally, we set
[M]:"([m
ij
]).
Let ”"(u
ij
) be an m]n-matrix and »"(v
ij
) be an n]p matrix, both over H*(X). We
say that ” and » are compatible if deg u
ik
v
kj
does not depend on k for each i and j.
A sequence M»
1
, 2, »nN of matrices over H*(X) is called compatible if each pair (»i, »i`1) is
compatible.
4.1. Definition (cf. May [17]). Let »
1
, 2, »n, n*2, be a compatible sequence of
matrices over H*(X). A defining system for »
1
, 2, »n is a familyA"MAijN of matrices over
C*(X), 1)i(j)n#1, with the following properties:
1. [A
i, i`1
]"»
i
for every i;
2. dA
ij
"+j~1
r/i`1
AM
ir
A
rj
if i#1(j(n#1.
Consider the matrix c(A) :"+n
r/2
AM
1r
A
r,n`1
. One can prove that its entries are cocycles,
and so we have the matrix [c (A)] over H*(X). We define
S»
1
, 2 , »nT :"M[c (A)]D A runs over all defining systemsNLH*(X).
The family S»
1
, 2 , »nT is called the matric Massey n-tuple product of »1, 2, »n .
The indeterminacy of the Massey product S»
1
, 2, »nT is the subgroup
IndetS»
1
, 2 , »nT :"Mx!yDx, y3S»1, 2, »nTN.
of H*(X). So, S»
1
, 2, »nT is contained in a coset with respect to Indet.
Clearly, every matrix of S»
1
, 2, »nT has size m]p, where »1 has size m]? and »n has
size ?]p.
4.2. Examples. (a) For every compatible matrices ”, » over H*(X) we have
S”, »T"”M ».
(b) If »
1
is a row-matrix and »
n
is a column-matrix then S»
1
, 2, »nT is a subset in
H*(X), i.e., every element of S»
1
, 2, »nT is just an element of H*(X). Moreover, there is the
important special case when every »
i
is a 1]1-matrix, i.e., it is just an element of H*(X). In
this case we write u
i
rather than »
i
and Su
1
, 2, unT rather than S»1, 2 , »nT.
(c) Let p be an odd prime, let b : Hi(!;Z/p)PHi`1(!; Z/p) be the Bokstein homomor-
phism, and let Pn : Hi(!;Z/p)PHi`2n(p~1)(!; Z/p) be the Steenrod power operation.
Then for every u3H2n`1(X;Z/p) we have bPn(u)3$Su, 2 , uT (p times) [14].
4.3. LEMMA. Given a C…-space X, let a3H*(X) have category weight *k. „hen, for
every open subset A of X with cat
X
A(k, there exists a3C*(X) such that [a]"a and
aDA"0, i.e., a3C*(X, A)LC*(X).
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Proof. In the exact sequence H*(X, A)Pj* H*(X)Pi* H*(A) of the pair (X, A) we have
i*a"0, and so a"j*b for some b3H*(X, A). Now, b"[a] for some
a3C*(X, A)LC*(X). K
Given a matrix M"(m
ij
) over H*(X), we set
cwgtM :"minMcwgtm
ij
N.
4.4. THEOREM. Given a C…-space X, let »
1
, 2, »n be matrices over H*(X). Suppose that
the matric Massey product S»
1
, 2, »nT is defined. If 0 NS»1, 2 , »nT then
catX*min
i
Mcwgt»
2i
N#min
i
Mcwgt»
2i`1
N.
Proof. The case n"2 follows from Theorem 1.8(i) and Theorem 1.12(ii), so we assume
that n’2. Let k"minMcwgt»
2i
N, l"minMcwgt »
2i`1
N. Suppose that catX(k#l. Then
there is an open covering MA
1
, 2, Ak`lN of X such that every Ai is contractible in X. Set
A :" kZ
i/1
A
i
, B :" k`lZ
i/k`1
A
i
and note that AXB"X while cat
X
A(k and cat
X
B(l.
Given i, consider a family MA
i, i`1
N of matrices over C*(X) such that [A
i, i`1
]"»
i
. Since
cwgt»
2i
*k, there exists, by Lemma 4.3, a matrix A
2i,2i`1
such that A
2i,2i`1
DA"0 for
every i. Similarly, there exists a matrix A
2i~1,2i
such that A
2i~1,2i
DB"0 for every i. Routine
arguments shows that there is a commutative diagram
C*(X, A)?C*(X, B) &&" C*(X, AXB) —— 0
B B
C*(X)?C*(X) &&" C*(X).
where the bottom arrow is the cup product pairing. Therefore, because of we said above,
AM
2i~1,2i
A
2i,2i`1
"0"AM
2i,2i`1
A
2i`1,2i`2
for every i. So, we get a defining system MA
ij
N for
the Massey product S»
1
, 2, »nT if we put Aij"0 whenever j’i#1. Now, since n’2,
+AM
1j
A
j,n`1
"0.
and thus 03S»
1
, 2 , »nT. This is a contradiction. K
4.5. LEMMA. Given a connected C…-space X, let »
1
, 2 , »n be matrices over HI *(X).
Suppose that the matric Massey product S»
1
, 2 , »nT is defined. ‚et f :‰PX be an arbitrary
map of C…-spaces with ‰ connected and cat‰)1. „hen f *»"0 for every
»3S»
1
, 2 , »nT. K
4.6. COROLLARY. ‚et X be a connected C…-space, and let »
1
, 2, »n be matrices over
HI *(X). Suppose that the matric Massey product S»
1
, 2 , »nT is defined. „hen swgt»*2 for
every »3S»
1
, 2, »nT. In particular, if there exists »3S»1, 2 , »nT, »O0, then catX*2.
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Proof. Let p
2
:P
2
(X)PX be the fibration (1.4). By Proposition 1.5(v), there is
a homotopy equivalence h :…PP
2
(X) where … is a C…-space. By Proposition 1.5(i),
cat…"catP
2
(X) 1.
Consider any »3S»
1
, 2 , »nT and take any entry u of ». Then, by Lemma 4.5,
h*p*
2
u"0, and hence p*
2
u"0. Thus, by Theorem 1.8(v), swgt u*2. K
Fadell and Husseini [5] related category weight with Steenrod operations. Here we
interpret their results in terms of Massey products.
Fix an odd prime p. ‚et b :Hi(!;Z/p)PHi`1(!; Z/p) be the Bokstein homomor-
phism, and let Pn : Hi(!;Z/p)PHi`2n(p~1)(!; Z/p) be the Steenrod power operation.
Recall that a sequence I"Ma
1
, 2 , anN of non-negative integers is called admissible if
a
i
"2n
i
(p!1)#e
i
where e
i
"0 or 1 and a
i
*pa
i`1
. Set
Sta
i
"G
bPn
i
if e
i
"1,
Pn
i
if e
i
"0,
and StI"StaÇ2Stan. Finally, set DID"+ai and e(I)"2n1p#2e1!DID.
4.7. COROLLARY. ‚et p be an odd prime, and let X be a connected C…-space.
(i) For every u3H1(X;Z/p) we have cwgt(bu)"swgt(bu)"2 provided buO0.
(ii) If u3H2n`1(X;Z/p) then swgt(bPnu)*2.
(iii) If dim u"e(I) for some u3H*(X;Z/p) then swgtStIu*2.
Proof. Clearly, (i) follows from (ii) and Theorem 1.8(ix). We prove (ii). As we remarked in
Example 4.2(c), Kraines [14] proved that bPnu3$Su, 2, uT(p times). Now the result
follows from Corollary 4.6.
We prove (iii). In fact, this is a formal consequence of (ii). Firstly, suppose StI"bPnÇStJ.
Now, if dim u"e (I) then dimStJu"2n
1
#1, and so, by (ii), swgtStIu"swgtbPnÇ(StJu)*
2. Furthermore, suppose StI"PnÇStJu. Now, if dim u"e(I) then dimStJu"2n1, and so
StIu"(StJu)p. Thus, swgt (StIu)*p. K
Since swgt)cwgt , Corollary 4.7 implies Theorems 3.6 and 3.12 from [5].
4.8. PROPOSITION. ‚et X be a nilpotent space, and let "X be the (rational ) Sullivan model
for X. ‚et a, b3"X be two closed elements (i.e., da"0"db), and let a2"0. „hen for every
x3"X with dx"ab we have swgt [ax]*2.
Notice that x is not a cocycle, and so we cannot apply, say, Theorem 1.12(ii).
Proof. Clearly, [ax]3S[a], [a], [b]T. K
4.9. Example. Let m be a 2m-dimensional vector bundle over S2m with s (m)O0; here
s denotes the Euler class. Let E be the total space of the unit sphere bundle of the vector
bundle m]m over S2m]S2m. We prove that catE"3.
Firstly, E is (2m!1)-connected, and dimE"8m!1. So,
catE)8m!1
2m
(4,
see e.g. [13]. Hence, catE)3.
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The Sullivan model for E is a free graded commutative differential algebra generated by
Ma, b, x, y, zN, where
dim a"2m"dim b, dimx"dim y"dim z"4m!1,
da"0"db, dx"a2, dy"b2, dz"ab.
Here Ma, b, x, yN is the Sullivan model for the base S2m]S2m, and z generates
H4m~1(S4m~1; Q); the equality dz"ab holds since s (m]m)O0. Now, [az!xb]3
S[a], [a], [b]T, and so cwgt u*swgt[az!xb]*2. Furthermore, for dimensional reasons,
[az!xb]O0. Since E is a simply connected manifold, there is, by Poincare´ duality, an
element u3H2m(E;Q) such that [az!xb]uO0. Thus, catE*cwgt [az!xb]u*3.
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